Effect of Liquid Crystalline Acrylates on the Electro-Optical Properties and Micro-Structures of Polymer-Dispersed Liquid Crystal Films
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Abstract: Polymer-dispersed liquid-crystal (PDLC) films have wide applications in light shutters, smart windows for cars and buildings, dimming glasses, and smart peep-proof films due to their switchable optical states under electrical fields as well as large area processibility. They are usually prepared with liquid crystals (LCs) and non-liquid crystalline monomers (NLCMs). Introduction of liquid crystalline monomers (LCMs) into PDLCs might spark new functionality or high-performance devices such as polymer-dispersed and -stabilized liquid crystals. In this study, the effect of molecular structures and doping concentrations of acrylate LCMs on the electro-optical properties and micro-structures of PDLC films is systematically studied. The pore size of polymer networks and the driving voltage of the PDLC films are affected by the molecular polarity and degree of functionality of the LCMs. The electro-optical properties of the PDLC films are affected by the synergistic influence of molecular structure of LCMs and micro-structures of PDLCs. These results might provide the experimental and theoretical basis for constructing the relationship between the molecular structure of LCM, micro-structure and electro-optical response of PDLC films.
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1. Introduction

Climate challenges and the energy crisis are the most crucial problems faced by our society. Transportation and building energy consumption account for the majority of total energy consumption [1]. To bring down the growing energy consumption, there is an urgent need to design efficient and low-cost smart windows to block the superfluous solar energy [2]. Polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) films are a promising candidate for smart windows, which possess excellent mechanical properties and switchable optical properties under electrical fields. Due to their high polymer content (ca. ≥ 40.0 wt%), large-area flexible PDLC films could be fabricated through roll-to-roll process, which could realize low-cost, high-efficiency industrial production [3–6]. A good PDLC device embraces all these advantages, such as low switching voltage, quick response time, high contrast ratio, and high stability and safety [7–10]. Due to the electro-optical switching capabilities of PDLC films, they can also be used as a display material [11–14].

In PDLC films, liquid crystals (LCs) are encapsulated in the polymer matrix in the form of droplets. The principles of its light control are as follows: when the electric field is off, due to the random distribution of directors of LCs, there exists a difference between the refractive index of LC droplets and that of the polymer matrix, making the PDLC films present a strong light-scattering state. After applying an electric field of certain intensity across the LC cells, since LC materials with positive dielectric anisotropy are generally used...
in PDLC films, the directors of LCs are rearranged along the direction of the electric field, re-matching the refractive index of LC droplets with that of the polymer matrix and making the PDLC films present a transparent state. As a result, reversible switching between transparent state and scattering state can be achieved through consecutive adjustments of light control by altering the direction of LC droplets with an electric field [15–17].

However, PDLC films often suffer from problems such as high driving voltage, haze change at different viewing-angles, and limited functions, which impede their application in cars and buildings. In previous studies, most researchers focused on optimizing the performances of PDLCs by introducing different nanoparticles or non-liquid crystalline monomers (NLCMs). Jia considered high electro-optical performance can be realized with the introduction of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles [18]. Yu thought hydroxylated acrylate monomer was of significance for improving electro-optical properties of the PDLC films [19]. Zhang reduced the brittleness of PDLC devices using a novel type of silver nanowires [20]. Jamil M. realized quicker response time and lower haze by doping nanomaterials [21]. Kizhakidathazhath discovered a low-voltage driven PDLC system containing acrylate monomer (A3DA) characterized by a benzene moiety with a dodecyl terminal chain [22]. Ghosh realized energy saving through sandwiching PDLC glazing between a vacuum and one acrylic sheet (Vacuum-PDLC) and vacuum and glass (Vacuum-PDLCG) [23]. Bobnar and his co-workers devised a shape-memory composite material that was based on PDLC elastomers and can be made effortlessly and effectively [24]. Yu achieved the decrease in both driving voltage and hysteresis by doping acrylate NLCMs with different steric end groups into PDLC devices [25]. In recent studies, researchers started to focus on the introduction of LCMs into PDLC. Acrylate LCM is a type of monomer which has both rigid mesogen and flexible alkyl chain, whose polymerization rate is relatively lower than NLCM due to the lower chance of collision between molecules. Guo suggested an electrical light transmittance-controllable PDLC film that featured lower driving voltage by step-polymerization using NLCMs and LCMs as monomers [26]. Liang proposed a new procedure to fabricate a flexible multi-responsive smart film in which the polymer matrix and polymer networks co-exist via polymerization of NLCMs at first and polymerization of LCMs afterwards. By adjusting temperature and electric field, flexibility and safety can be achieved through the introduction of LC polymerizable monomers [27,28]. Although the introduction of LCM into PDLC could endow PDLC with new functionality or high-performance, the effect of LCM on the PDLC is still unclear.

Herein, a series of liquid crystalline monomers with acrylate end groups were introduced into the PDLC film to study the effect of LCMs on the electro-optical properties and micro-structures of PDLC films. The influence of molecular structure and content of LCMs on the PDLC films were systematically studied. The driving voltage and pore size of PDLC films were found to be greatly affected by the molecular polarity and degree of functionality of the LCMs. The study might provide an experimental and theoretical basis for establishing the relationship between molecular structure, micro-structure, and electro-optical performance of PDLC films.

2. Materials and Methods

Materials: The materials used in this study include LC mixture, photo-polymerizable monomers, and photo initiator (Irgacure 651). The nematic LC: SLC1717 (birefringence $\Delta n = 0.201$, extraordinary refractive index $n_e = 1.720$, phase transition temperature from crystallization (Cr) to nematic (N) phase $T_{Cr-N} < -20^\circ$C) was purchased from Yantai Xian Hua Chem Tech. Co., Ltd., Yantai, China. NLCM: 3,5,5-trimethylhexyl acrylate (TMHA), 1,4-butanediol diacrylate (BDDA), were obtained from Aladdin Industrial Inc., Shanghai, China. LCM: Cyano mono-acrylate monomer (CN), carboxyl mono-acrylate monomer (C6A), and methoxyl mono-acrylate monomer (OME) were purchased from Jiangsu Hecheng Advanced Material Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China. Irgacure 651 (IR651) was purchased from Bide Pharmatech Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Preparation of PDLC devices: The photopolymerizable NLC monomers and LC monomers with nematic LC and IR651 were mixed at 353.15 K according to the ratios in Table S1. After mixing with vibration stirring for 10 min, the mixture formed a homogeneous solution and was filled into an LC cell with 20 µm gap through capillary action at 353.15 K. After keeping the samples at the temperature of 353.15 K for 5 min, the samples were cooled to room temperature. Subsequently, the samples were photo-polymerized under 365 nm UV light with light intensities of 25 mW/cm² for 300 s at room temperature by UV lamp (XM210 UVLED purchased from Aventk, Shanghai, China).

Measurements of Polymer Network Morphology: A scanning electron microscope (SEM, JSM-6700F, Tokyo, Japan) was used to characterize the morphology of the polymer networks. To obtain its top-view images, the samples were firstly soaked in cyclohexane at room temperature for 3 days to remove the nematic LC molecules and retained samples only containing the polymer network. Then, they were cut off in middle sections. The polymer network morphology can be observed under SEM after the samples were sprayed with gold.

Measurements of electro-optical performance of the PDLC devices: The PDLC devices were driven by 100 Hz sinusoidal AC, and a transformer was used to change the applied voltage. Transmittance, contrast ratio, threshold voltage, saturation voltage, and response time of the PDLC devices were all tested by a LCD comprehensive parameter meter (LCT-5066C; The North LCD Engineering R&D Center, Changchun, China). The transmittance is normalized by measuring the transmittance of a standard empty LC cell, each component is tested with at least three samples.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of Temperature and UV Intensity on the Electro-Optical Performance of PDLC

In traditional PDLC films prepared with non-liquid crystalline monomers (NLCMs), it is of vital importance to maintain a suitable ultraviolet (UV) intensity and polymerization temperature for the preparation of devices that have optimized electro-optical performance. As a result, temperature of polymerization was researched before the introduction of LCMs. Temperature of polymerization mainly exerts an influence on the reaction rate of photopolymerization, further affecting the micro-structure and mechanical property of polymer network. The clearing point of pre-polymerized NLCM and LC mixtures were firstly tested. It can be seen from Figure S1 that in the range of 5.0–35.0 °C under polarized optical microscope, with the temperature increasing, the state of mixtures has changed from liquid crystal phase to isotropic phase. When the temperature reaches 30.0 °C, the state of mixtures became liquid with isotropic phase. The polymerization temperature was set at 25.0 °C, 35.0 °C, 45.0 °C, 55.0 °C, and 65.0 °C, respectively. Electro-optical performance of the PDLCs prepared at different temperature was shown in Figure 1. When the temperature of polymerization remains under 35.0 °C, both threshold voltage (V_th) and saturation voltage (V_sat) maintained at a lower level, that is, V_th fluctuates at 5.0 V and V_sat is slightly higher than 10.0 V. In contrast, when the temperature of polymerization was higher than 35.0 °C, V_th increased a bit while V_sat increased sharply. It indicates that with the increase in the polymerization temperature, stronger anchoring action of PDLC networks on LCs results in higher voltage for LCs to drive. The Sample T1 prepared at 25.0 °C showed the best contrast ratio and response time. This was consistent with other research that preparation temperatures for samples with optimized electro-optical performances basically remain at 5.0 °C below the clear point. So, to obtain optimal electro-optical performance of PDLC films in this study, the polymerization temperature was set at 25.0 °C.
After ensuring the polymerization temperature remained at 25.0 °C, the influence of UV intensity on electro-optical performance of PDLC films was studied. UV intensity mainly affects the reaction rate of NLCMs’ photopolymerization, thus influencing the topology and mechanical properties of polymer networks. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the appropriate UV intensity for the follow-up research. Samples with a composition the same as N0-1 were prepared at a polymerization temperature of 25.0 °C under different UV intensities (5.0–35.0 mW/cm²). As shown in Figure 2, the voltage–transmittance curves of samples under various UV light conditions have little difference. For the initial transmittance, the sample under the condition of UV intensity of 25.0 mW/cm² was the lowest, which was 50.0% lower than that of the sample with the highest initial transmittance. The contrast of Sample U3 also remained highest in contrast curves, 1.2 to 2.4 times that of other samples under other conditions. In terms of voltage curves and response time curves, compared with samples under other UV intensities, Sample U3 had a lower voltage and a quicker response time. The above curves of electro-optical performances show that the PDLC device with a UV intensity of 25.0 mW/cm² has the best electro-optical properties. In studies of the temperature of polymerization and UV intensity required for polymerization, the best preparation condition of PDLC devices containing NLCMs only is a polymerization temperature of 25.0 °C with a UV intensity of 25.0 mW/cm².
Figure 2. Electro-optical performance curves of PDLC devices under different UV intensity. (a) Voltage–transmittance curves from 5 mW/cm\(^2\) to 35 mW/cm\(^2\); (b) threshold voltages, saturation voltages and difference between them from Sample U1 to Sample U5; (c) contrast ratios from Sample U1 to Sample U5; (d) rise times and decay times from Sample U1 to Sample U5.

3.2. Research on the Electro-Optical Performance and Micro-Structures of PDLC Films Doped with LCMs

Three types of liquid crystalline polymerizable monomers with mono-acrylate and different functional groups were doped onto PDLC films, respectively, the molecular structure of which are shown in Scheme 1. The schematic diagram of the preparation process and working principle of PDLCs doped with LCMs is shown in Figure 3. To study the effect of the LCM on the PDLCs, three groups of samples were prepared with the composition shown in Table S1 in Supplementary Materials.

Scheme 1. Chemical structures of the materials used in this study.
The PDLC films doped with LCM with cyano group (denoted as CN) was prepared according to the procedures discussed above. Different contents of CN were doped into the PDLC system ranging from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. The electro-optical performance results of PDLC devices (Figure 4) indicated that the electro-optical properties of PDLC devices with different CN content have three distinct characteristics. That is, when CN content was between 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt%, the initial transmittance of Sample N1-1 and N2-1 was rather lower than 10%. When the cyano-monomer content was between 2.0 wt% and 4.0 wt%, the initial transmittance of Sample N3-1 and N4-1 was 15%, double that of Sample N1-1 and N2-1. What is quite different from the other four samples was Sample N5-1, the PDLC device with a CN content of 5.0 wt%, whose initial transmittance was as high as 0.4. In Figure S2, when the electric field was on, obvious differences on initial transmittance can be seen in cyano PDLC devices. Concerning driving voltage curves of cyano PDLC devices, the differences between $V_{th}$ and $V_{sat}$ of Sample N1-1 to Sample N4-1 were within 10.0%, while compared with other four samples, $V_{th}$ of Sample N5-1 decreased by over 50.0% to less than 10.0 V. In contrast ratio curves, like initial transmittance, the contrasts of these five components still have three different traits. The contrasts of samples with cyano monomer content between 1.0 wt% and 2.0 wt% were 200% higher than samples with cyano monomer content between 2.0 wt% and 4.0 wt%. Contrast reduction of the sample with cyano monomer content of 5.0 wt% was very obvious. The contrast of the sample with cyano monomer content of 5.0 wt% was 2.7. In curves about response time, response time was gradually shortened with the increase in cyano content. Rise time decreased from 165.0 s to 153.0 s, while decay time fell from 165.0 s to 137.5 s.
In order to further investigate dependence of CN content on the micro-structures as well as electro-optical properties of cyano PDLCs, the samples of cyano PDLC devices were characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and their diameters were analyzed, as shown in Figure 5. Compared with the samples without cyano monomer, the polymer network morphology of all cyano PDLC devices was a regular grid-network with an obvious topological structure. This phenomenon indicates that even if LC photopolymerizable monomers were added, they can co-product free radical polymerization of acrylate together with the NLC photopolymerizable monomers, which meant separate polymerization did not occur and LCM formed part of the matrix. The generating rate of all polymer networks is consistent, resulting in a stable and orderly morphology. When a small number of cyano monomers was introduced, the average mesh diameter of the polymer network became larger and the pore size of the polymer network became larger. The reason contributed to this phenomenon is the reduction in acrylate molar content in the PDLC films with cyano LC monomers [29]. However, along with the increase in cyano monomer content, the pore size of polymer network decreased gradually, and the size difference of each pore in the polymer network also decreased gradually. We can learn from SEM images and electro-optical performance curves that, when the cyano monomer content was between 0 wt% and 4.0 wt%, the pore size became bigger, but resulting in higher \( V_{th} \). As LC molecules are influenced by polymer interface groups, and the force exerted on LC molecules from cyano groups is strong, it is difficult for molecules to deflect after applying the electric field. Since both polymer networks and LC molecules contain cyano groups, the strong force among molecules made it hard for cyano molecules to diffuse. In this way, the pore size was becoming smaller and smaller with the content of cyano monomer in polymer network increasing, and the cyano groups became more abundant resulting in an increase in threshold voltage. However, it was different when the content of cyano monomer was 5.0 wt%. A clear difference happened in the pore size of the

![Figure 4.](image-url)
polymer network, whose diameter was increased by an order of magnitude, from several micro-meters to several tens of micro-meters. Moreover, many small holes with a diameter of several micro-meters were generated around the large holes. In comparison with the electro-optical properties of other samples, it can be known that when the content of cyano monomer was increased to 5.0 wt%, due to the increase in cyano monomer content, the content of double bonds in the PDLC film decreased, which resulted in the decrease in the amount of polymerization reaction between molecules, leading to the increase in pore size and the decrease in threshold voltage.

When the content of methoxy monomer reached 5.0 wt%, the pore size reached its smallest 19%. The trend of \( V_{th} \) was similar to some components of LC mixtures, both of which contain the structure of \( \text{cyano} \) with methoxyl content ranging from 2.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. With respect to contrast ratio and pore size gradually reduced and the topology of the polymer network became unstable. (Figure 5. Top-view SEM images and pore size histogram of the PDLC films doped with the cyano LCM. SEM images of PDLC films prepared with different LCM content: (a) 0 wt%, (b) 1.0 wt%, (c) 2.0 wt%, (d) 3.0 wt%, (e) 4.0 wt%, (f) 5.0 wt%; (g) pore size of the PDLC films.)

The PDLC films doped with LCM with methoxyl group (denoted as OMe) was prepared according to the procedures discuss above. Different content of OMe was doped into the PDLC system ranging from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. The electro-optical performance of methoxyl PDLC devices was shown in Figure 6 and their images were shown in Figure S3. The transmittance curve in Figure 6a demonstrated the change in initial transmittance. In this curve, the initial transmittance of Sample C1 with the methoxyl content of 1.0 wt% was the lowest. With the methoxyl LCM content increasing, the initial transmittance also was rising, making Sample C5 with the methoxyl content of 5.0 wt% the highest, which was 19%. The trend of \( V_{th} \) and \( V_{sat} \) was similar with the increase in methoxyl monomer content. Compared with Sample C1, whose methoxyl monomer content was 1.0 wt%, \( V_{th} \) and \( V_{sat} \) of Sample C2 with the methoxyl monomer content of 2.0 wt% have increased by nearly 100%, from 11.0 V to 21.0 V. There was basically no change in \( V_{th} \) and \( V_{sat} \) among the samples with methoxyl content ranging from 2.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. With respect to contrast ratio and response time, the values of them decrease along with the increase in methoxyl content.

When observing the SEM images and diameter analysis of methoxyl PDLC devices (Figure 7), it can be found that its network morphology was basically in accordance with that of cyano PDLC, in the forming of a honeycomb polymer network. After doping methoxyl monomer into the PDLC device, the pore size of its polymer network was getting bigger, with the topology similar with PDLCs without LCMs. As the content of methoxyl monomer increased, the morphology of the polymer network also changed. That is, the pore size gradually reduced and the topology of the polymer network became unstable. When the content of methoxyl monomer reached 5.0 wt%, the pore size reached its smallest size and the morphology of each pore was quite different. This phenomenon of methoxyl PDLCs might origin from the following reasons. The molecular structure of methoxyl LCM was similar to some components of LC mixtures, both of which contain the structure of double benzene rings. So LC methoxyl monomer had better compatibility with LC mixture, making it harder for free radicals to diffuse in photopolymerization, which made it difficult for methoxyl monomer and NLC monomer to co-polymerize. As a polar group, methoxyl
monomer made it more untoward for free radicals to diffuse. Effects of these two factors on a methoxyl PDLC film result in the phenomenon that the morphology of the polymer network becomes unstable with the increase in methoxyl monomer content. This further influences both \( V_{\text{th}} \) and \( V_{\text{sat}} \), which leads to poor electro-optical performance.

![Graphs and images](https://example.com/graphs.png)

**Figure 6.** Electro-optical curves of PDLC devices with different methoxyl monomer content from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%: (a) Voltage-transmittance curves from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%; (b) Threshold voltages, saturation voltages and differences between them from Sample C1 to Sample C5; (c) Contrast ratios from Sample C1 to Sample C5; (d) Rise times and decay times from Sample C1 to Sample C5.

![Micrographs](https://example.com/micrographs.png)

**Figure 7.** Top-view SEM images and pore size histogram of the PDLC films prepared with the methoxyl monomer. SEM images of PDLC films prepared with different LCM content: (a) 1.0 wt%, (b) 2.0 wt%, (c) 3.0 wt%, (d) 4.0 wt%, (e) 5.0 wt%, (f) Pore-size of the PDLC films.
The PDLC films doped with LCM with carboxyl group (denoted as C6A) was prepared according to the procedures discuss above. Different content of C6A was doped into the PDLC system ranging from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. The electro-optical properties of the carboxyl PDLC film was characterized which shown significant features different from PDLCs doped with CN or OMe (shown in Figure 8). First of all, in the transmittance curve (Figure 8a), the initial transmittance of each component sample was basically the same (the images of carboxyl PDLC films were shown in Figure S4). What is more, on the curves of driving voltage, contrast ratio and response time, taking the carboxyl monomer content of 2.0 wt% as the dividing line, obvious differences happen in the electro-optical properties of the carboxyl PDLC film. When the content of carboxyl monomer content was lesser than or equal to 2.0 wt% (shown as Sample A1 and Sample A2), both $V_{th}$ and $V_{sat}$ maintained at a lower level, with their $V_{th}$ at around 10.0 V, contrast ratio over 100 and a faster response time. When the content of carboxyl monomer content was larger than 2.0 wt% (Sample A3, Sample A4, and Sample A5), threshold voltage had been greatly improved, which was doubled to 20.0 V. The contrast ratio decreased by over 50% and the response time increased. It suggests that the electro-optical performance of PDLC films with carboxyl monomer content over 2.0 wt% deteriorate sharply.

![Figure 8. Electro-optical curves of PDLC devices with different carboxyl monomer content from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%. (a) Voltage-transmittance curves from 1.0 wt% to 5.0 wt%; (b) Threshold voltages, saturation voltages and differences between them from Sample A1 to Sample A5; (c) Contrast ratios from Sample A1 to Sample A5; (d) Rise times and decay times from Sample A1 to Sample A5.](image)

From the SEM images and diameter analysis of carboxyl PDLC films (shown in Figure 9), it can be seen that the pore size became larger when carboxyl monomer was doped at the beginning. Like cyano PDLC films and methoxyl PDLC films, in every 100.0 g polymer of a PDLC film, the content of acrylate double bonds ranged from only 0.1211 mol of NLCM PDLC device to 0.1183 mol of carboxyl PDLC device. With the decrease in the molar content of double bonds, the pore size of carboxyl PDLC polymer network increased. Unlike cyano PDLC films and methoxyl PDLC films, the topology of carboxyl PDLC films' network was destructed. The morphology of pores began to appear irregular, which was mainly...
characterized by its large size span and increased turbidity. This became increasingly obvious with the increase in carboxyl monomer content. When the carboxyl monomer content was over 2.0 wt%, with the increase in carboxyl monomer content, the pore size of polymer network decreased. The morphology of its polymer network gradually changed from honeycomb to micropore, and it no longer had topological structure. This indicated once again that when the carboxyl content was more than 2.0 wt%, the electro-optical properties of PDLCs become worse, which was mainly demonstrated by an increase in $V_{th}$ and a decrease in contrast ratio. The main reason responsible for this phenomenon was that carboxyl monomers had hydrogen bonds in their molecules, so the interaction between molecules affects the morphology of its polymer network. Particularly, the influence of intermolecular interaction was increasing with the increase in carboxyl monomer content. The arrangement of molecules interfering with photopolymerization free radicals’ reaction lead to the morphology of its polymer network gradually changing from the previous topology to disordered and chaotic structure. Consequently, the pore size becomes very small.

![Figure 9. Top-view SEM images and pore size histogram of the PDLC films prepared with the carboxyl monomer. SEM images of PDLC films prepared with different LCM content: (a) 1.0 wt%, (b) 2.0 wt%, (c) 3.0 wt%, (d) 4.0 wt%, (e) 5.0 wt%, (f) Pore-size of the PDLC films.](image)

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the influence of LCMs with acrylate end-group and different functional groups on the micro-structures and electro-optical performance of PDLC films were systematically studied. Results show that low content doping (ca. 1.0 wt%) of LCM would induce enlarged pore size due to the decreased molar content of acrylate group. The driving voltages of the PDLC films were affected by the functional group of the LCM. The functional group of LCM with high polarity would greatly increase the driving voltage. With the increase in the doping content of LCMs, the pore size of the PDLC films became smaller due to increased difficulties for free radicals to diffuse, which result from the good compatibility of these three LCMs with small molecular LCs. Interestingly, when the doping content of LCM with cyano-group reached 5.0 wt%, the pore size of the PDLC films abruptly became larger and the driving voltage decreased on the account of the reduction in the amount of polymerization reaction between molecules, stemming from the diminution in
the content of double bonds. This study is aimed at providing novel views for optimizing the electro-optical performance of PDLC films containing LCMs and might provide some guidelines for the study of novel PDLCs.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13091294/s1, Figure S1: Crystallization situations of samples under the polarization microscope with the temperature of (a) 5.0 °C, (b) 15.0 °C, (c) 25.0 °C, (d) 30.0 °C, (e) 35.0 °C; Table S1: Composition ratios of the LC 1717, THMA, BDDA and liquid crystalline monomers for PDLC devices; Figure S2: Images of PDLC devices doped with cyano LC monomers at off-state and on-state (applied voltage: 100 V); Figure S3: Images of PDLC devices doped with methoxyl LC monomers at off-state and on-state (applied voltage: 100 V); Figure S4: Images of PDLC devices doped with carboxyl LC monomers at off-state and on-state (applied voltage: 100 V).
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